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ITEM TITLE: 

Congratulations to Operator Jessica Moss, recipient of the City of Coral Gables “Operator of the Third 

Quarter Award,” for the months of July through September 2020. 

 

 

BRIEF HISTORY: 

I am nominating Operator Jessica Moss for Operator of the 3rd Quarter. I feel that she is deserving of this 
award for the duties and responsibilities she has handled as an acting supervisor. I. was out for.a few weeks 
after feeling ill and awaiting COVID .results. This process • was long and Operator Jessica Moss was the 
acting supervisor for a majority of the time. She also is the acting supervisor on the weekends; which are 
my days off I appreciate and value the efforts by Operator Jessica Moss. She is meticulous and detailed 
with the way she handles the tasks of the shift supervisor. 
 

The Day Shift is composed of several Communications Training Operators (CTO), Operator Trainee's, 

and a few Communications Operators. It  has been our number one goal to make training a priority. It is 

the responsibility of the shift supervisor to cover leave when the Communications Training Operators 

take off. Operator Jessica Moss does her best to cover the CTO's leave. In addition, she proofreads the 

Daily Observation Reports and signs off on them. Operator Jessica Moss has also kept order of the 

copies for each operator trainee and emailed copies to me, so that I can complete the Supervisor Weekly 

Reports from home. 

 
Additionally, Operator Jessica Moss maintains other shift supervisor tasks. She covers last minute 

overtime, enters employees calling out sick in POSS, the communications leave book in the TSD drive 

and "Police Sick Leave Log." Operator Jessica Moss completes the daily payroll roster and emails them 

to PDPayroll. She ensures operators/dispatchers are handling incoming Calls for Service appropriately. 

Operator Jessica Moss also proofreads Teletype Record entries and Supplements done by the Teletype 

Operator. She reports issues technical issues to IT and to Supervisor G. Vazquez. 

 

The tasks and duties associated with the shift supervisor can be cumbersome. Operator Jessica Moss 

does an excellent job in handling the shift supervisor position. I am grateful for her efforts and her 

diligence in maintaining the shift. For these reasons, I feel that she is deserving of Operator of the 3rd 

Quarter. 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENT(S): 

1. Nomination memo 


